66 block diagram

My house was built in and it still has the original telephone wiring block. Although I have asked
the telephone company to install a network interface device, which is the gray box attached to
your home outside, the technician suggested to keep the set up that I have, because that makes
the telephone company check my home wiring without any charges to me. Since I plan to add
more telephone jacks about the home, I decided to simplify the process. It is basically a double
jack. I started by installing the hard core wire to the wiring block. Since I plan for this set up to
be permanent, I crimped a solderless terminal to each wire. The jack came with a double sided
tape. With the jack stuck on the beam I screwed the jack to secure it firmly in place. Later I
plugged a telephone line tester. The red light let me know that the polarity of the wires was
incorrect so I corrected the problem before I continued. The reason for installing a duplex or
double jack is to allow one open jack for testing or, to allow for future expansion. Once the
double jack has been installed, I worked on the Modular Plug Strip. The Strip allows me to
install other jacks about the house and it will allow me to easily isolate jacks for troubleshooting
problems. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. I just happen to be looking for an old telephone
wiring block; just like the black one in the image to the left of the gray block. Do you know of a
source for such an item? By blkhawk Follow. More by the author:. Did you make this project?
Share it with us! I Made It! MauriceC27 Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Answer Upvote. A
66 block is a type of punchdown block used to connect sets of wires in a telephone system.
They have been manufactured in three sizes, A, B, and M. A and B have six clips in each row
while M has only 4. The A blocks have the rows spaced farther apart and have been obsolete for
many years. The B style is used mainly in distribution panels where several destinations often
1A2 key telephones need to connect to the same source. The M blocks are often used to
connect a single instrument to such a distribution block. The 66 series connecting block,
introduced in the Bell System in , was the first terminating device with insulation displacement
connector technology. The term 66 block reflects its Western Electric model number. The pair
standard non-split 66 block contains 50 rows; each row has four M or six B columns of clips
that are electrically bonded. The pair split 50 66 block is the industry standard for easy
termination of voice cabling, and is a standard network termination by telephone
companiesâ€”generally on commercial properties. Each row contains four M or six B clips, but
the left-side clips are electrically isolated from the right-side clips. Smaller versions also exist
with fewer rows for smaller-scale use, such as residential. These connections are typically
made between the block and the customer premises equipment CPE. Circuit pairs are
connected to the block with a punch-down tool by terminating the tip wire on the leftmost slot of
one row and ring wire on the leftmost slot of the row beneath the mating tip wire. Typically, a
pair cable coming from the phone company is punched down on the left side of a split-type
block in pairs. The right hand side of the block is wired to the customer premises equipment
with jumper wires. Bridging clips are used to connect the two center terminals, connecting the
left-hand side of a split block with its right-hand side, thus completing the circuit. The clips form
the point of interface between the subscriber and the provider. The bridging clips can be easily
removed by either the subscriber or phone company personnel for trouble isolation, allowing
the ability to split a circuit and determine in which direction trouble may exist. An orange
insulating cover attached to a 66 block denotes its designation as a demarcation point by the
local exchange carrier. Modern blocks largely supplanted 66 blocks for new commercial
installations at the end of the 20th century, as the capability for a circuit to carry digital data
overlaid its ability to carry analog voice conversations. However, special Category 5e Certified
66 blocks are available from manufacturers such as Siemon which meet all standards for Cat5e
termination. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Categories : Telephony equipment Local loop. Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from July All articles needing additional
references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links.
Wow, those are beautiful diagrams. They must have taken a while to draw. Excellent
explanations. I don't come from an electrician background, but I do know lots about electronics.
Just a bit more theory at the top would make understanding the rest of the article easier. For
instance, at heart, this is just 50 pairs of pins connected together, and you are showing different
strategies for making use of those 50 pairs of tie points. If that was stated at the very top, I
could follow the rest better. Thank you. I explained in the first section on 66 Block Components
how there are 25 rows with 2 pairs of connected pins on each row. What would you suggest I do
to make it clearer? I want to know something.. I dont know where do I have to connect.. The
Panasonic KX-T is a digital phone and cannot be used as a stand alone phone. It's a small PBX
system designed for home use or small offices. If not the phone won't work. Oh, I understand

now I need something like: "phone" - "rj42 to central phone" - "c1 to external line" This is by far
the best explanation of how to wire these and the blocks I found. Very detailed. I tip my hat to
you sir. Great article, excellent illustrations! Thank you for taking the time to put this together!
In step 7 where you say "have incoming line 2 be the line that a phone sees as line 2", do you
mean to say 'have incoming line 2 be the line that a phone sees as line 1'? This post might have
been done a long time ago, but it just saved me a fortune on our phone system install. Our
original phone guy retired and now it's up to me to figure out how to do this and now I have a
clear understanding of how it all works and how to correctly wire the system. Thank you so
much. Thanks for posting this. I too am now in charge of a phone system that I barely know but
need to learn! I am having trouble with the color scheme. My 66 block looks different than this. I
have 7 phone lines connected to it and three of them are currently down. I have no idea why the
person before me skipped Green and Gw. If I could attach a picture it may be easier to
understand. I want to use all cat5 cables on this 66 block without messing any current
connection up. Electrons don't care what color the insulation is. They'll pass through the wires
just fine. Since you only mentioned green and red incoming wires I guess the previous person
maybe didn't care too much about the other two lines since you only have one line? Still sloppy.
If you were a woman I'd marry you, this was exactly what I was looking for. You are a saint and a
scholar. I'm attempting to condense lines at a few businesses. Currently we pay for phone lines.
Fax, EBT, etc. I'd like to condense to 2 lines. I should be able to Daisy chain Line 2 like you
described, then move the old line 3,4,5,6 jacks to one of these new daisy chained Line 2s
Correct? Or is there a simpler way to accomplish this? Hi Tim, I believe you can do that. It's a
little hard to picture. I think what I would do is punch down the lines that go to the equipment in
a standard way. If you're using cat3 or cat5 cabling you'd have 4 pairs. The standard is to punch
down all 4 pairs 8 wires of the line which would mean you'd have room for 6 extensions on each
side of the block. You could also just punch down 2 pairs, one for the pair you're using and
possibly a 2nd just for future expansion. Or you could just do one pair but if you require
additional lines at an extension in the future it would require more rewiring. Then, with only 2
pairs you'd daisy chain one side like I showed but with only 2 lines 2 pairs. You can use bridge
clips for the main phone line where line 1 goes to line 1 at the phone. For the data devices you'd
use cross connect wires to go from incoming line 2 to the extension line 1. You may need an
extra 66 block if you punch down all 4 pairs on both incoming and premise wiring lines. Sounds
like a small installation so the cost of the second block might be worth it to make it easier to
expand or make changes in the future if necessary. I hope that helps. Hi Franz, Not very likely to
include that. I don't own one of those systems or have a need to purchase one. I did do the X16
phone system wiring because it looked neat and could be used in residential. That might help
you out. Most pbx systems you'll use 66 or blocks to terminate the premise extension wiring
from the phones to your telecom closet. Then you'd use cross connects to go from the wiring
block to the PBX. That's a pretty complicated system you have though with SIP, Virtual, digital,
cell, and a whole bunch of other features. Seems pretty cool thought but the instructions look
pretty detailed. Awesome diagram and thanks for posting. Can u describe a bit about the other
end, namely the jacks the phones plugs into in each office for instance. I'm going to wire rj45
with b. Will this change anything in your 66 block diagram? Thanks again Joe. I must
wholeheartedly thank you for finally clearing up wiring a 66 block. For years I have avoided jobs
using them because I just didn't get it. I just couldn't wrap my head around how it actually
worked. But after reading or rather studying your article for the past hour, the fog has lifted. I
have a new found confidence to go buy a couple blocks or use the old one in my basement to
try and set up a few different scenarios that I might encounter or have to install as practice. You
truly fit the definition of teacher. I take my hat off to you Sir. In the first two pics, you attached
line one to the lower most pins. In the second two pics, you attached line one to the inner pins.
Please clarify. I'm not sure which images you're referring to. In the first picture that has wires
there are the incoming wires punched down to the outer pins then I started the cross connect
daisy chain on the inner pins. That's generally how I do it, punch down premise to outer, cross
connects to inner except for this example I continued the daisy chain on the outer since I didn't
punch down premise wiring on one said in this case. I also posted a more recent version of a
different version of 66 block wiring that you might want to check out. Does that clarify things?
Hi Tom, I have a single line with a new 66 block, with four jacks. With Cat 5. Long story I do have
dial tone to the outside of the house. I want to rewire the new 66 block. I did just buy a fluke
toner. So I need help where to start before I start ripping wires and my hair out. Hi Tom, This by
far the best explanation I have found on this topic. Thank you so much for sharing your
knowledge. Best regards, -Carl. Hi Tom Thanks for an excellent tutorial! Using a 66 block for our
Valcom paging system and this is an awesome how-to for understanding the layout! Thanks
again Jim T. Hi Tom, Like all the others, I wanted to say "thanks" for taking the time to share

your knowledge. I recently moved to a house where the builders used CAT5 wiring for telephone
and ethernet wallplates with all the wires coming together at a 66 block. I'm going through the
process of identifying the wires that I need for ethernet and removing them from the 66 block.
Thanks again. Thanks Tom, I, too, have avoided a lot of 66 block wiring jobs because of my
general misunderstanding of how it is wired I think I knew how they were wired. Hi Tom, So I
moved into an apartment and Im trying to run internet, I changed all the phone lines to Cat5e but
nothing was communicating. I opened the phone box and it looked like a bomb went off, only
the orange wires are connected and the run all over the place, nothing like this diagram. Can
email me at doktrulok gmail. Ahh, I get it You wrote and defined a row, "Pins in the center of the
block are were wires get connected. On a split 66 block there are 4 pins on each row. In
describing a block's capacity, you wrote, "A 50 Pair split 66 block will have 25 rows of pins
which allow you to punch down 50 pairs of wires, 25 on each side. In actuality, a side has 50
"rows" of pins, supporting 25 pairs. Then x 2 sides equals 50 pair. I know I misunderstood your
definitions, so others might too. I want to compliment you for the great article. I have 30 years
experience in telephony and networking, and your article was clear and on point. Just one
minor edit change were to where in "Pins in the center of the block are were wires get
connected. Thanks and it all makes sense. I walk to my closet. Six pins per row And it has 12
rows? That's similar in concept but it's not a split block like this. I believe all the pins on the tie
are connected. You can punch down 6 pairs and connect them to 5 extensions. Those tires of
split block were common in residential applications. I still dont understand the point to these.
What do they do? Are you merging lines? What is the purpose of these? When you get phone
service from the phone company, or even from your online provider, you only have one physical
phone line coming in. In most homes you'll want to have phone jacks in multiple rooms. This
device as well as the wiring block allows you to distribute the phone line to multiple locations.
You could just wire from one device to the next but this allows you to have an individual line
from each jack coming back to one central location which makes maintaining the phone lines
easier should something go wrong or if you want to make changes in the future. Hi Tom. Made
everything seems easier by the way you explained. I have a freidn that just did his basement so
before anything happened I ran cat5 all over and installed jacks at different points in his
basement since his modem is all the way upstairs. He already bought a small netgear switch.
Punch all the cables to an RJ45 patch panel. Then use patch cords to go between the patch
panel and the switch. Have a look at the video in this post. It's about testing coax but on the
bottom of my structured wiring panel you can see my 1u RJ45 patch panel and the blue patch
cords going down to my network switch. Great tutorial moved into a new house and the phone
lines are a complete mess and consist of old 4pair wires, cat3, and cat5e. I guess the house has
been rewired a few times but each time the lines only went to specific parts of the house. This
will hopefully help me to consolidate this mess and allow me to tear out the old wire so the
basement looks a lot better.. Or can I split that Bw B pair into more lines to go to other parts so I
can wire the Ethernet cable to other rooms where they will end at rj 45 Jack's in the wall. In the
NID it looks like only Blue pair is connected.. Each pair is a line. If you want another line with it's
own dialtone you need to pay your telephone provider for it if you want to have more than one
phone call at a time. The 66 block essentially works like a splitter, splitting the incoming signal
to each extension but you can only make one call at a time. I start learning about networking
and I love watching yt video where specialist redesign network in a company, but up to now I
couldn't find good information about what is this 66block and how it is work. So many thanks to
you for these explanations. Great work :D. Thank you! This article represents my own opinion
and may contain affiliate links. Please read my disclosures for more information. There are
different types of 66 blocks. The most commonly used is the 50 pair Split 66 Block. They're
normally mounted vertically but to fit larger illustrations in this article I'm going to be showing
them in a horizontal orientation. They're more durable which allows them to be punched down
multiple times and are able to handle thicker wires that may be present in older installations. I
personally prefer the blocks. They serve the same function but take up less space. Durability
isn't an issue for me because neither should really be reused and I like that the connections in a
block are in the C-Clips instead of on the base so if the connector goes bad you just replace the
C-Clip, you don't have to always replace the whole block as you would in a 66 block. Above the
66 block, 2 wiring spools mushrooms are also installed to neatly route cross connect wires from
one side to the other or between blocks if multiple are installed. The cable coming from your
phone company could be a 4 conductor red, green, black, yellow cable that supports 2 phone
lines or it may be a Cat3, Cat5 or Cat5e cable with 3 or 4 pairs of wires, each pair supporting 1
phone line. On a 66 block incoming wires are typically punched down on the left side of the
block starting from the top. Each wire is punched down to the first pin in a row with one wire per
row. The order of the pairs is blue, orange, green and brown with the white wire from the pair

being punched down on top. That's white-blue, blue, white-orange, orange, white-green, green,
white-brown and brown. Untwist each pair only as much as you need, pass it through a fin then
hook it onto a pin from the top down. After you have all the wires from a cable on the pins,
punch them down using a punch down tool with a 66 blade. Now it's time to connect our
premise wiring, the cables that run from our distribution point to the phone jacks throughout
the house. These cables will be punched down on the right hand side of the 66 block using
Cat5e cable. Each cable is going to use 8 pins and the order of the wires is again going to be
blue pair, orange pair, green pair, brown pair with the white wire of each pair on top. Even
though you may not use 4 lines in each cable it's still good practice to punch them all down. I've
highlighted the different cables with an orange box to make it easy to see in the illustration.
Each cable will run to a different jack to allow one phone to be connected to it. Right now our
incoming lines aren't connected to any of the phone jacks since we're using a split 66 block.
There are a number of ways to send the signal to each jack but the preferred method is to use
cross connect wires to duplicate the signal to other pins on the left side of the block. This
allows you to use bridge clips when you want to send a particular line to a phone. Start by
attaching the wires to the second pins where you punched down the incoming phone lines left
in illustration then loop the cross-connect wires and and out of the fins so you can hook them
around every 8th pair of pins as shown. Keep the twists in the cross-connect wires as much as
you can. For the illustration they're untwisted for clarity. When you punch down the cross
connects you'll need to switch to a non-cutting blade in your punch down tool so you don't trim
the wires when you're creating the daisy chain above. If you have multiple incoming phone
lines, repeat the daisy chain process for each line or all the punched down wires so you have
them if you need them. In our example we want to send line 1 to all of our phone jacks. If you
want to connect other lines to phones, insert a pair of bridge clips to the corresponding pair of
wires. Using bridge clips is the best method but sometimes you may want to do something a
little different like have incoming line 2 be the line that a phone sees as line 2. For example you
have a home office and you only want your office phone line to be connected to that phone.
Instead of using bridge clips you'll use cross connect wires coming out of the left side
connected to pins 2 of an orange pair, looping around the top of the mushrooms and then
punched down to pins 3 of the blue pair that leads to your office phone. If our office phone was
the second cable on the right, instead of using bridge clips our cross connect would look
something like this. Did you like these plans? If you'd like to say thanks for the info click here.
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17, at PM. Unknown March 30, at AM. Unknown May 8, at PM. Anonymous June 1, at PM.
Anonymous October 21, at AM. Anonymous November 11, at PM. Anonymous November 23, at
AM. Anonymous December 21, at AM. Anonymous January 20, at PM. Anonymous March 29, at
AM. Joe June 7, at AM. Unknown July 21, at PM. Unknown March 24, at AM. Anonymous April
16, at AM. Danny July 19, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Email Newsletter Subscribe to
my newsletter to get the latest updates to your inbox. Usually only a couple emails a month.
Recent Popular Comments. I have a few rack mount servers that I Everything you need to know
to build drawer boxes for your woodworking projects in this drawer building tutorial. Drawer
box constru A better more efficient and odor eliminating homemade air purifier than just taping
a 20x20x1 filter to a box fan. Sometimes you need to Cat5, Cat5e, Cat6 cable is frequently used
for wiring telephone jacks. You can send up to 4 telephone lines on one 4 pair cable that termi
Free Frameless European style base cabinet plans that you can build for your kitchen,
bathroom, office, home theater or other renovations Try This! Powered by Blogger. Return to
top of page. Each part should be set and connected with different parts in particular manner. In
order to be certain the electric circuit is constructed properly, 66 Block Wiring Diagram is
demanded. How can this diagram aid with circuit building? The diagram offers visual
representation of an electrical structure. On the other hand, this diagram is a simplified version
of this arrangement. It makes the procedure for assembling circuit easier. This diagram
provides advice of circuit components in addition to their placements. There are just two things
which are going to be present in any 66 Block Wiring Diagram. The first component is emblem
that indicate electric component in the circuit. A circuit is generally composed by many
components. The other thing that you will come across a circuit diagram would be lines. Lines
in the diagram show exactly how every element connects to one another. The arrangement is
also not logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to place component in a
spot relative to other elements inside the circuit. Although it is exemplary, diagram is a great

basis for anyone to construct their own circuit. One thing you have to learn before reading a
circuit diagram would be your symbols. Every symbol that is exhibited on the diagram shows
specific circuit component. The most common elements are capacitor, resistorbattery.
Additionally, there are other components like floor, switch, motor, and inductor. Everything
rides on circuit that is being assembled. As stated earlier, the lines in a 66 Block Wiring Diagram
signifies wires. Occasionally, the cables will cross. Injunction of two wires is usually indicated
by black dot on the intersection of 2 lines. There will be principal lines that are represented by
L1, L2, L3, etc. Colours can also be utilised to differentiate wires. Ordinarily, there are two main
kinds of circuit connections. The primary one is known as series connection. Due to that the
electric current in each component is similar while voltage of the circuit is total of voltage in
each component. Parallel link is more complex than the show one. Unlike in series connection,
the voltage of every component is comparable. This circuit includes branches which are passed
by different electrical current amounts. The current joins together when the branches match.
There are numerous things that an engineer should pay attention to when drawing wirings
diagram. First of all, the symbols used in the diagram should be precise. It should represent the
exact component necessary to construct an intended circuit. It is also highly suggested that
engineer brings positive supply and negative source symbols for clearer interpretation.
Meanwhile, the negative supply symbol is place below it. The current flows in the left side to
right. Besides this, diagram drawer is recommended to restrict the amount of line crossing. The
line and element placement ought to be designed to minimize it. But if it is inevitable, use
universal emblem to indicate if there is a intersection or if the lines are not actually connected.
As you can see drawing and translating 66 Block Wiring Diagram may be complicated
undertaking on itself. The information and ideas that have been elaborated above should be a
great kick start, though. Each component should be set and connected withâ€¦. True Freezer T
49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram,
true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of various distinct
parts. Each part should be placed and linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram
â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring
diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be
placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Gallery of 66 Block Wiring
Diagram. Related Post to 66 Block Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring
Diagram â€” 7 way camper plug wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat blade trailer side wiring diagram, 7
way rv flat blade wiring diagram, Every electric structure is composed of various diverse pieces.
Kenwood Car Stereo Wiring Diagram. Leviton Dimmers Wiring Diagram. This guide will help you
if you are:. First of all, here's how a 66 block works: A 66 block is an older style telephone
distribution panel. Even though it is an older technology, it is still widely used. It works by
distributing incoming phone lines to all phone jacks in your facility. To increase the discrete
alarm capacity for the A, alarms each use only one pin on the Amphenol and are tied to a single,
common return pin. Pins and , which were the RTN pins for alarms and on the A will become
even-numbered alarms, pins , on your A model NetGuardian. When rewiring blocks for use with
an A, you will use a single row per alarm, rather than two, with all points tied to a common
ground See Figures A and B below to alarming differences between the A and A. If using a split
66 block, you will tie all points to the ground on row A If using a straight block, you will tie your
alarm points to the common ground on extra, separate blocks. Figure A: A single point on the
NetGuardian A consumes two pins on the amphenol and a pair of block rows. Figure B: Each
alarm on the takes up only one pin on the amphenol and half a block pair, tied to GND on row A
If terminating alarms with split blocks, you will need two blocks, one for each amphenol. A split
block means that the two terminals on the left side of the block on each row are electrically
isolated split from the two right terminals. If terminating alarms with straight blocks, you will
need four total blocks, two for each amphenol. Figure F: block termination diagram for discrete
alarms on the NetGuardian A. Note: Because rows on a straight block are not electrically
separate, you cannot terminate both the return path and alarm on the same row of a straight
block. See Figure G at the end of this documentation for an example of straight block wiring. A
complete library of helpful advice and survival guides for every aspect of system monitoring
and control. Have a specific question? Ask our team of expert engineers and get a specific
answer! Whether you're new to our equipment or you've used it for years, DPS factory training
is the best way to get more from your monitoring. No other network on the planet is exactly like
yours. We manufacture hundreds of product variations per year that are customized to our
clients' exact spec , all while providing training, tech support, and upgrade availability. Send us
a quick online message about what you're trying to accomplish. We'll give you a call and work
with you to design a perfect-fit solution for your network. Call a monitoring expert now! Call:
Figure C: A pin split block with rows labeled A1 - S Figure E: block diagram for discrete alarms

on the NetGuardian A. Get a live demo with our engineers. Get a Demo. White Papers. DPS is
here to help. Get a Fast Answer! Reserve Your Seat Today. Having trouble finding the perfect
solution? Get Help. Hours: Monday - Friday a. A 66 block is a punch down block option used to
support the distribution of telephone and data services throughout a structured cabling system.
Designed to support telephone wiring, the 66 block is suitable for terminating high performance
UTP cables. At Cabling Plus we offer a complete line of 66 block options and accessories to
support the high demands of any network. Cabling and telecommunications professionals all
over the US put their trust in premium cabling products offered by Cabling Plus. If you are
organizing, moving, or installing voice and data network lines in a home or business the odds
are pretty good you may come across or need a 66 block. A 66 block is a simple punch down
block that is used to distribute voice and data services though out a network. Often 66 blocks
are installed at the entry point for voice and data services of a facility and are used to deliver
network services out to the actual end-users. On the opposite side of the 66 block the wires or
cables will often be terminated into an outlet or keystone jack making it easy to plug in
computers, telephones, or other network devices so they can access the network service.
Although the use of a 66 blocks is very common if you plan to use one for a high speed network
it is important to make sure the 66 block is rated for Cat5e or Cat 6 voice and data cabling use.
A 66 block uses a punch down method of terminating wire or cable onto them. A punch down
tool is a networking hand tool used by telecommunications and network technicians to
terminate network cables onto 66 blocks, blocks, patch panels, and style keystone jacks. It is
important to use a specific 66 blade type when punching down wires on a 66 block. Most quality
punch down tools offer a reversible punch down blade that allows the installer to easily switch
back and forth from to 66 style depending on the demands of the installation. We offer a
complete line of 66 block options and accessories to support any cabling applications. Our full
line of 66 block products include stand alone 66 blocks, pre-terminated 66 blocks, mounting
brackets, 66 block covers, and 66 block bridging clips. If you need assistance in picking out the
right products for your network cabling project call us today and let one of technical advisers
assist you. In order to punch down any type of network cables onto a 66 block you need to use
a standard punch down tool with a 66 style blade. A punch down tool will successfully terminate
your cable pairs onto the 66 block while also trimming the wires to provide a clean long lasting
termination. Standard 66 blocks are only rated to support Cat5e requirements. If you are looking
for a termination block that reaches Cat 6 performance levels than it is best to move to a block
or even a Cat 6 patch panel solution. Although it is not necessary it is recommended. The 66
block cover will shield your terminations from dust while protect them from the human element.
If someone was to accidentally detach one of your terminations would you be able to repair it?
Or would you have to call your telephone vendor in to fix them? For a small price you could
easily protect your 66 block while protecting your voice services from possible interruption.
Sure you will need to know your color codes and have a punch down tool but punching down
cables on a 66 block is not a difficult task. A good 66 block punch down tool really does most of
the work. Not only will it punch the cables down but it will also cut the cables giving your 66
block a clean professional look. A labeling strip for your 66 block is not required. But you need
to label your 66 block in some way. If you do not accurately label your 66 block terminations
you will make future moves, add, and changes very difficult. It is highly recommended that you
clearly label all your cables on a 66 block. Not only does this make life easier if anything goes
wrong, but it also gives your 66 block an organized look. A labeling strip will also cut the time
down that a phone professional could charge you since he will not have to spend a bunch of
time on site tracing cables and trying to figure out where they are all being ran. A 66 block
labeling strip makes troubleshooting a piece of cake! The ICC Cabling Products 66 blocks are
guaranteed to support high performance voice and data applications. The premium
performance without the premium cost makes the ICC 66 blocks and accessories ideal for our
customers. Home Purchase Orders. We Answer the Phone. More Information About 66 Blocks:
If you are organizing, moving, or installing voice and data network lines in a home or business
the odds are pretty good you may come across or need a 66 block. Do you need a special tool
to terminate wire onto a 66 block? Are 66 blocks rated for Cat 6? Is it necessary to use a 66
block cover in your installation? Can anyone punch down a 66 block? Do I need a labeling strip
for my 66 block? All Right Reserved. To begin, download the template I have provided using the
link at the right. The template contains no macro's and can be modified to suite your needs.
Usually there is a orange plate attached that will contain the telephone numbers associated with
each wiring block. This commonly called a "feeder" block. This step can be tricky, especially if
you don't have proper tools test set and gator clips or if nothing was ever labeled. I usually only
documented the main feed and depending on how often additional lines were added, would
document the inside wiring block separate from the one the telco provides. Add to your

documentation when finished. Step back and feel good that you have documented another
aspect of your IT environment. Feels good to know things doesn't it? Now the fun part begins,
keeping it current You can never have too much documentation IMHO. I used this template to
document 25 retail store phone system installations and it came in handy when troubleshooting
frequent phone line problems with local telco provider s will be unnamed and identifying where
wiring additions could be made, location of each line, etc. I hope that this template will save you
time like it saved for me while increasing your documentation resources. I would recommend
looking at the References section, there's a lot of additional good information located in these
links. Generally the telco should be doing this documentation. I have never looked at any
punchdowns anywhere I have worked or known what each pair went to. That is true, this is
meant more for the one man or lady army that has to do these things along with all other duties
as assigned. This was me at a previous job where documentation was needed, telco company
would not provide and it was deemed to expensive to call out another vendor to do it for me. As
a one-man shop, I take care of the blocks. This is the first time in my 15'ish years of IT that I've
ever had to do telecomm. Always had a department that handled this. Working with phone
systems, and punch-down blocks over the course of the past 8 years, this is a very nice
template. Thanks for the upload. I used to keep a digital copy and would print 1 copy off on a
color laser printer, and tuck that copy behind the block or pin it close by. Saved me many times
and also helped the occasional telco tech I would support over the phone off site. Great
template, thanks. In the past, I've done all my writing with a Sharpie on the blocks, and then take
digital photos of the blocks. I print these and keep them with the blocks, and then you can
easily see if someone has messed with the wiring since you were there last I truly hope that I
never have to use this but if I do find myself in the situation of dealing with a 66 block, I will
definitely be using this!! Very nice. I so could have used this when I had to deal with analog
lines Now only the alarm lines are analog. Very Nice and useful! Rockn's comment is hilarious!
A Telco actually documenting a clients building? LOL :. Home Hardware Data Centers How-tos.
Document Your 66 Block Telco Documentation. Little Green Man This person is a verified
professional. Verify your account to enable IT peers to see that you are a professional. Mar 08, 1
Minute Read. Reply Facebook Twitter Reddit LinkedIn. Bill Kindle This person is a verified
professional. Main Areas of Contribution:. Track Progress. Earn Credits. Step 2: Locate Your
Telco Equipment. Step 3: Document Each Block as necessary. Rockn Mar 8, at pm. Pure
Capsaicin. Little Green Man Mar 8, at pm. That template is very well done. Thank you.
Christopher Mar 8, at pm. Seadave Mar 8, at pm. Matt the IT Guy Oct 2, at pm. Brendan Oct 2, at
pm. Bud G. Oct 19, at am. Nice job Bill. I'm just thankful that we have a telecom person on our
team. AceOfSpades Jan 5, at pm. Very nice! This will be very useful. Adding it to our docs. Brian
Steingraber Jan 8, at pm. Very Useful template! JasGot Jun 10, at pm. Wonderful Template!
Thank you very much! I will think of you when I use it! Read these next They are now all
Category 5E rated so they can be used for data installations as well or for IP telephony. New
Tech Industries also stock the teleco cables used to punchdown on 66 blocks or interconnect to
telephone systems. Home Telecom Wiring Systems 66 Blocks. Mounting bracket for M Series
89D blocks Mounting bracket for 66 style blocks. Add to Cart. S66M Split 66 block 50 pair
Category 5E The 66M Block is the old standard for phone system installation connections. They
provide connection and cable termination for many types of phone systems. Split block desight
the 2 columns of pins on the left are not connected to the 2 columns of Blue Boards make it
simple to mount 66 blocks when there is no backboard at your installation site. These
blueboards make it easy to mount 66 blocks where no back board exists. Fully pre-tested for
maximum ease of installation. A mounting bracket is included. Dimensions: 10 in. Simply plug
in connectors and insert bridging clips to complete the connections. Cat 5 Rated 66 Block
Includes Please call we may have an alternative to this item or stock arriving shortly. S66M
Bridged 66 block 25 pair, Category 5E Straight block design pins are all bridged across the 4
rows Flame retardant Suitable for Siemon S66MW 66 Block with Female Amphenol Wire Wrap
Female pair connectors are oriented for top cable entry and male pair connectors are oriented
for bottom cable entry. All pair connectors are equipped with Siemon's patented universal
Hinged Cover for Dynacom 66 Block - Orange. All Rights Reserved. NetSuite Responsive Web
Design. Reference : Additional per foot: Quantity. Item : DYBM Item : DYDS Item : ZB1M1F. Pin 8
of RJ45 gray wire to the 2nd position of 66 Block. Pin 1 of RJ45 blue wire to the 3rd position of
66 Block. Pin 2 of RJ45 orange wire to the 4th position of 66 Block. Pin 3 of RJ45 black wire to
the 5th position of 66 Block. Pin 6 of RJ45 yellow wire to the 6th position of 66 Block. Pin 5 of
RJ45 green wire to the 7th position of 66 Block. Pin 7 of RJ45 brown wire to the 8th position of
66 Block. Item : Z A phone wiring block can provide efficient setup and usage, saving installers
and end users money and time. Our huge stock of prewired 66 blocks makes it easy to find
exactly the right one to fit virtually any application. If you want to avoid the hassle of 66 block

wiring, these punch-down blocks will let you easily connect sets of wires in many PBX and
telephone systems or other low-voltage terminal equipment. Our prewired 66 blocks come from
leading manufacturers and with our guarantee of your complete satisfaction, so you can buy
with confidence. These blocks have been pre-tested by our team as well, giving you additional
confidence as well as saving you labor and installation time and money. Our telco prewired 66
blocks contain one or two female or male Amphenol telco connectors. A custom telco 66 block
is available with one male connector and one female con
prius air conditioning system
trailer wiring adapter diagram
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nector, which adds versatility. We offer pre-terminated pair 66 blocks for Ethernet cables as
well. In addition to a big variety of prewired 66 blocks, you can also pick from a variety of
hinged covers that snap on to 66 blocks to protect the wiring from dust, dirt and incidental
shorting. Covers also provide a place for marking or recording a 66 block wiring diagram.
Choose from Dynacom or Siemon covers intended for blocks made by those manufacturers.
Each block is wired by our experts but still comes at a discount price. Add one or more 66
blocks to a qualifying order and you will receive free U. The product pages themselves are full
of information as well. Some have Product Quick View videos starring our own Mercy Salinas
along with wiring diagrams and spec sheets. Fiber Optic Installation Products. Backboards and
Spool Boards. Wiring Blocks. Lightning Protected Building Entrance Terminals. Pre Wired 66
Blocks. Wall Plates and Mounting Boxes. Residential Low Voltage Wiring Products.

